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At 44 years old, the alchemist of emotions has set off down the Guide Michelin road 
and harnessed the Milky Way as he went along. Ever since the reopening of the Ritz 
Paris last June, after four years of restorative slumber, the kitchens have once again been 
vibrant with life. The quintessence of the best products, creativity and sincerity, science 
and wisdom plus a taste for conquest resumed a seat at the table. Nicolas Sale, a passionate 
storyteller and artisan emeritus, pens fresh chapters every day in a new tale filled with 
twists, turns and astonishing outcomes. Under the guidance of the Captain and his crew 
– Philippe Cousseau as steward of the dining room, François Perret as curator of pastries 
and Estelle Touzet as commander of the cellars – the challenge was to chart a course 
around the culinary bible’s Cape Hope. Mission accomplished. La Table de L’Espadon and 
Les Jardins de L’Espadon represent two culinary signatures and two very distinct gastronomic 
orchestrations. At lunchtime, Les Jardins de L’Espadon brings to light culinary expressions 

blending tradition with the unexpected. Come evening, La Table de L’Espadon sets sail for an 
incredible journey. From the amuse-bouche to the starter, in which the primary ingredient is 
interpreted in three ways – the better to tantalize the palate – to the main course, followed 
by a prelude to the dessert’s final aria, a succession of dishes unfurl a narrative in which 
the Chef savvily juggles flavors and exalts them with crystalline clarity. This is the pinnacle 
of high gastronomy. An author, artisan, dreamer and ideal companion, the Chef guides 
guests back to terra firma beneath a starry sky. Each moment invites a wave of emotions. 
The white-gloved service restores grace to the beau geste. Perfectly sharpened knives set 
about slicing at the side table. Silver domes take wing. Condiments alight, enhancing 
flavors. As heir to Auguste Escoffier, who as first maestro of the Ritz’s kitchens brought 
lasting modernity to its cuisine, Nicolas Sale takes up the torch with the discretion and 
daring, patient humility and spirited sincerity that are the hallmark of gastronomy’s greats.

STARRED
IN WINNING TWO MICHELIN STARS FOR LA TABLE DE L’ESPADON 

AND ONE FOR LES JARDINS DE L’ESPADON, 
NICOLAS SALE, THE RITZ PARIS’S TENTH CHEF, MAKES A LEGEND SHINE ANEW.



Warm bread and breakfast pastries emerge from the oven while freshly pressed 
fruit juices and smoothies are made to order. Pâtés de campagne or en croûte 
keep company with eggs any style. A grand tour of the Mediterranean embraces 
Lebanese mezze, Italian antipasti and pasta al dente, Spanish gazpachos and 
Pata Negra. Asia is just a hop away with a steaming basket of delicate dim sum. 
A wave of desserts carries it home with floating island, tarts, puff pastries, 
tiramisu, the famed Poire Belle Hélène and the madeleines that are part and 
parcel of the Ritz history.
Les Week-ends de L’Espadon is a lavish and refined composition. Tranquil service 
adds to this enchanting interlude with scallop carpaccio, the original ‘Ritzy’ 
Cesar salad and chocolate mousse straight from grandmère’s recipe book. 
Last but not least, the Ritz Bar is inaugurating its Sunday brunch. All the 
classics are here: fruit salad, breakfast pastries, pancakes, marble cake, fried 
eggs, smoked salmon and ham, either Parma or slow-cooked jambon de Paris.

salon d’été - the “grand brunch” is served every sunday from 12pm. 160€ per person.
les week-ends de l’espadon - served on saturdays and sundays from 12:30pm. 125€ per person.
ritz bar - served every sunday from 11am. 60€ per person.
reserve for brunch at +33 1 43 16 33 74 or by e-mail at restauration@ritzparis.com.

 

MAESTRO

The École Ritz Escoffier launches two introduction classes to 
Haute Couture Pastry that are open to all. One focuses on 

plated dessert, an ideal occasion to master “meringue two ways”, 
a creation by François Perret for Les Jardins de L’Espadon. 

Three crisp meringues with a frozen heart, rich blancmange 
and creamy chocolate. You can also try your hand at the “crispy, 

zesty ladyfinger”, a shortbread pastry with fromage blanc, 
grapefruit mousse and candied Yuzu. The second class is for 

those who wish to take dessert to new heights: a “hazelnut crisp” 
with dacquoise and ganache brings together chocolate and 

hazelnut with panache.

reserve an haute couture pastry class at +33 1 43 16 30 50 
or by e-mail at ecole@ritzparis.com. 4 hours, 165€.

 
100% PARISIAN

A modern cabinet of curiosities, the Ritz Paris Concept Store 
is pleased to welcome the Inès de la Fressange x ELLE capsule 
collection through June 30. You will find a curated selection of 
the designer’s favorite objects, an assortment of books and tips, 
addresses, ELLE guides and a collection of ELLE perfumes for 
children. In short, all the essentials of Parisian style are here. 

This exclusive collaboration is this season’s must-see.

more information at +33 1 43 16 32 74.

 
JUST FOR YOU

To harmonize body and spirit. To rejuvenate the silhouette. 
The Ritz Club Paris promises that and more with its 

made-to-measure fitness program spanning personalized 
coaching and fitness, sport and nutrition specialists, aqua gym 

classes, access to facilities and slimming massages to sculpt 
the body and leave the skin feeling toned. For lunch, enjoy a 
delicious Cesar salad at the poolside bar. Or claim a spot in 
the relaxation area and let time take a backseat. To prolong 

the benefits, the École Ritz Escoffier welcomes you for a 
well-being cooking class. After all, learning to eat better is 

where it all begins.

more information at +33 1 43 16 30 60 
or by e-mail at ritzclub@ritzclubparis.com.

TEA with PROUST

This chocolate creation has the spout of a teapot, a little madeleine crest and a 
handle to hold. It is a fiction-based reality, a product of pure memory. For Easter, 
François Perret delved into the hotel’s Proustian heritage and reinterpreted it 
in chocolate. His rendition is full of surprises because this little teapot, in a 
cheerful play on the traditional hen and egg, contains a secret trove of miniature 
chocolate-dipped madeleines with a praline hazelnut heart. One taste brings 
back the sensation of “lost time”, in the spirit of Marcel Proust’s remembrances 
of a happy childhood.

françois perret’s teapot
80€. limited edition. by special order at the ritz paris concept store at +33 1 43 16 32 74.

An enchanted INTERLUDE

« Gourmandise
begins with a  glance 

and leaves a  smile 

on the lips »
— François Perret
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